The

Supply
Register

Helping schools save £7k for
every FTE supply teacher they
employ through an agency.

A mission to save schools
money on supply staff

8%

Thank you for taking the time to look at our brochure. I
hope that the information contained in the following pages
will show you that you’ve just taken a big step to achieving
smarter and more cost-effective supply teacher recruitment at
your school.
Firstly, as you may be aware, every academic year a whopping
£1.3 billion is spent to cover staff absence in our schools. A
key reason for this is that we’ve seen supply availability, via a
pool or bank administered by Local Authorities, fall to as little
as 8%. This means that a whopping 92% of supply teacher
recruitment is now done through Education Supply Agencies
who can charge up to 40% margin for their service.
I’m proud that The Supply Register is helping schools to
decrease their reliance on these agencies by enabling them to
grow a bank of candidates, while automatically contacting the
most reasonable agencies if they don’t receive a response to
their booking requests.
There’s no up-front cost or long-term commitment when
using The Supply Register’s software; just a nominal charge
for every day booked through the system.

Baljinder Kuller
Managing Director of The Supply Register

92%
Did you know?
Supply teachers recruited
via Local Authority pools or
banks have shrunk to 8%... the
remaining 92% are recruited
from Supply Agencies, who
work on a margin of up to 40%.

Cost-effective staff
cover in 3 easy steps
The Supply Register is based on a Bank First principle which ensures that, wherever
possible, your school has access to candidates and availability, and can book them
without paying for a middleman.

Step 1: Bank First
We’ll help you to populate your bank with candidates so
that the next time there is a vacancy, it will be offered
instantly and effortlessly to any suitable bank members.

Step 2: Wider Bank
Any unfilled vacancy from step 1 is then offered effortlessly
to any suitable members in a Regional or Multi Academy
Trust bank.

Step 3: Agency Bank
Lastly, handpicked by The Supply Register, the agencies
that offer the best value and agree your margin rate will be
given the opportunity to provide suitable staff cover.

4 reasons to use
The Supply Register

80% reduction
in procurement
fees

Best in class
compliance/
safeguarding

Whereas agencies need to charge £40 to
£80 per day to provide a candidate, The
Supply Register is able to bring the cost
down to a processing fee of between £6

By mirroring your own Safer Recruitment in
Education processes, The Supply Register
ensures you have up to date reference,
disclosure, proof of identity and right to

and £12 per day.

work information at your fingertips.

Reduce
administration

The system is 100% transparent and
allows you to achieve full vetting and
assessment of candidates, payroll and
payment administration, and agency
management options.

Get happy,
motivated staff

By employing a TSR candidate you’ll
receive someone who is ethically paid
and has access to CPD pathways and
support. You can even create your own
preferred (and “do not send”) lists.

How the software works
for your school
Every aspect of The Supply Register is designed to
streamline your school’s HR processes so that it’s not only
more cost effective to hire supply staff; but also quicker,
easier and more transparent.
You quickly and easily add your vacancy to the system
It instantly gets released to candidates in the tiered
bank system
Candidates have access to a mobile web app which
alerts them immediately
Candidates notify you of if and when they are available
Your school has visibility of candidates’ work history,
documentation and costs
Your school makes a booking and receives instant
confirmation
You receive 1 invoice per week based on the days
booked through the system.

Via a web-application, candidates
Update Day-by-day availability
Accept/Reject vacancies instantly
Select schools and academies they prefer
Develop their work history
Maintain their “Safer Recruitment” documentation.

“As somebody who was a Head
Teacher for 18 years, an RE
Inspector for 13 years, and a
tutor of trainee teachers for
20 years, I know that sourcing
good supply teachers can be a
major headache for any school
leader. From what I’ve seen
The Supply Register makes the

What people are
saying about
The Supply Register
We have 20 years’ experience in
education recruitment and our
software already has over 1,000
users, over 10,000 candidates, and
more than 4 million hours logged
so far. Here’s a sample of the
feedback we’ve received so far…

whole process easier, more
transparent and cost-effective
and I recommend that you
seriously consider it as an
option…”
Peter Thompson BSc, PGCE, Med
www.nurturing-potential.com

What Next?

It’s easy and straightforward for your school to start using The Supply Register. There are no upfront costs and no long-term commitment required, just an hour or so to show you the system
and get you up and running.

Here’s what you need to do…
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Book a
free demo
or webinar:

You start using
the system for
no charge:

Only pay when you
book a day through
the system:

Call 01785 472481 or email
admin@supplyregister.uk

Encourage candidates you
know to register on the
system, plus we’ll help you

You only pay a nominal fee
when you make a booking
through the system and this

to populate your bank with
outstanding candidates.

will be far outweighed by the
savings you make.
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